Discover
LISA Reach

Licence and Subscription Automation

LISA Reach maximises your subscription
sales capabilities and aligns with your
digital marketing and sales processes.

bluefort.eu

Overview
This document provides insights into the positioning and
capabilities of LISA Reach. It is intended for Microsoft
Dynamics 365 partners, and customers that require
subscription management capabilities for Sales and
Customer Service teams.
LISA Reach is designed for subscription sales management, from lead-to-order subscription, incorporating
capabilities based on Microsoft Dynamics 365 Sales.

In a Nutshell:
• LISA Reach is designed and built for any business in the subscription space
• LISA Reach is a subscription application built for Microsoft Dynamics 365 DataVerse and fully integrates with
Microsoft’s Power Platform
• LISA Reach can be extended with LISA Business and LISA BusinessPro
• LISA Reach is a 100% SaaS offering based on a subscription plan
• LISA Reach is delivered via a network of Microsoft Dynamics 365 partners
• LISA Reach is built on the latest cloud platform and apps, offering performance, security, and easy use

What LISA Reach Can Do
LISA Reach is a SaaS offering that is designed to run within Microsoft Dynamics 365, a cloud business
management solution built for any business driving better and smarter digital subscription sales.
LISA Reach provides subscription-based capabilities that extends Dynamics 365 Sales. Together, LISA Reach
and Dynamics 365 Sales offer a modern and flexible cloud-based CRM application that work seamlessly
together, along with your other Microsoft 365 applications.
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Who is LISA Reach for?

LISA Reach is designed for sales teams
who are working to engage customers
and prospects with subscription
models, driving recurring interaction
and consequent billing and operations.
Subscription leaders are powered by customer
obsession and efficiency. They are innovators,
dreamers, and builders – leading the way with gamechanging business visions, teamwork, and grit.
LISA Reach is a business application that helps them to
accomplish their sales goals, by providing sales process
automation and solid CRM and pipeline management.
LISA Reach extends the Microsoft DataVerse application
family working with:

•
•
•
•

Microsoft Dynamics 365 Marketing
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Sales
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Customer Service
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Field Service

With LISA Reach you have the power of intelligent digital
selling tailored to the subscription space.
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What does
LISA Reach do?
LISA Reach helps you expand your sales, yet
keep control of workloads. Driving sales cycles for
subscriptions is different to a classic product or service
sale - selling a continued relationship over an ongoing
period. With that in mind, KPIs are different when it
comes to subscription sales reporting. This is where
LISA Reach comes in.

LISA Reach

Using the intelligent Customer Service, Project
Operations, sales and marketing capabilities of Microsoft
Dynamics 365, deployed as a Microsoft DataVerse
app, LISA Reach supports sales and customer services
teams selling and updating subscription plans. LISA
Reach also connects to LISA BusinessPro for process
automation, so your entire subscription business can
work together.
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Companies that are empowered with LISA Reach Sales
deploy their sales and customer services teams with
an application that tracks all subscription commercial
activities from lead-to-order. Create new subscription
quotes and opportunities, or just pick up a running
subscription and upgrade or downgrade it.

Extend LISA Reach Sales with LISA BusinessPro.
Integrate using standard Dualwrite technology so your
subscription CRM and ERP are synced. LISA Reach
Sales is based on a per user pricing model.

LISA Reach Operations works in conjunction with
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Project Operations and Finance
to offer next generation project operations applications.

Build your project structures in Project Operations and
use LISA Reach Operations to manage the elements
of the project that are subscription based. LISA Reach
Operations is based on a per user price model.

Customer experience is at the core of any successful
subscription business. LISA Reach Customer Service
brings Microsoft Dynamics 365 Customer Service into
the subscription model.

Allow your customer to self-service their subscriptions
using portals designed how you like. LISA Reach
Customer Services is based on a per user price model.

LISA Reach
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How can LISA Reach help
subscription businesses?
A modern business application for subscription sales teams needs to provide smart
capabilities, and be easy to use.
With LISA Reach and Microsoft Dynamics 365 Sales and Marketing you get these capabilities:
• Sales teams can get marketing qualified leads via the digital marketing capabilities.
• Define sales tactics for leads and move them into opportunities.
• Create beautiful quotes using smart capabilities such as automated lead and opportunity scoring.
• Connect all communication channels and see a full picture of accounts, partners, and customers.
• Sell new subscription plans and track your pipeline development using clear and engaging visuals in 		
		 Dynamics 365 and LISA Reach.
• Create quotes by pulling in existing agreements and offer upgrades, new subscriptions, or add-ons.
With LISA Reach and Microsoft Dynamics 365 you can sell the smarter way.

LISA Reach
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Sell subscriptions
the smart way
At Bluefort we team up with various customers around the world. Our objective is to learn
and understand real world business scenarios and map out how LISA Reach can support
them. The primary business challenges and objectives we focus on include.

Smart capturing of subscription
quotes

Find out more here

Sales teams are built to communicate and sell. Team
members need easy and fast ways to capture
subscription quotations and understand the sales
pipeline. Pick up existing plans and drive up- and cross
selling activities. Sell renewals and upgrades.

Streamline sales cycles through suggested actions,
focusing on the highest-priority activity with the best
propensity to close.

By building a multi-channel communication capability
with leads, prospects and customers, your sales
team can easily generate opportunities and quotes
from emails, websites, portals, social platforms and
more. Connect sales teams to customers using the
customer’s preferred channel through personalised
selling at scale.

LISA Reach

→

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/sales/
overview

Find out more here

→

https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-us/sales/overview/
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Run digital campaigns to up- and
cross sell your subscriptions
Many companies continue to innovate and grow their
range of solutions, products, and services that their
customers can subscribe to. This entails frequent and
dynamic changes to their offerings.
Product and marketing managers require an adequate
level of data management, so they can easily add new
offerings, change prices, update indexes, and provide
bundles and discounts to fuel the company’s sales
strategy.

LISA Reach

LISA Reach integrates with Bluefort’s HARP - the
intelligent engine - and LISA BusinessPro for Finance
and Operations. In just a few moments your team can
create new subscription items, and update prices
and discounts reflecting campaigns or permanent
commercials updates.
Find out more here

→

https://bluefort.eu/licence-and-subscriptionmanagement-app-lisa/
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Drive innovation in customer
experience
Customer centricity is a leading concept for companies
providing subscriptions. SMBs are passionate about
providing subscriptions to their customers and
developing a long-lasting relationship. Frequently, they
focus on providing a strong platform for customer
communication. This should not be a one-time activity,
but ongoing and changing over time.

LISA Business has the technology to integrate with
other customer facing applications, such as eCommerce
sites and stores or customer portals.

With LISA Business and Microsoft Dynamics 365, you
can expand your customer service experiences and
tailor your digital portals and apps the way you see fit.
Moreover, you can empower your customers to add,
remove and upgrade subscriptions making it easier to
work with you.

LISA Reach
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Want to discover more
about LISA Reach for
Microsoft Dynamics 365
Finance and Operations?
Get in touch
sales@bluefort.eu
https://bluefort.eu/contact/

Created by Bluefort. The makers of smart subscription tech.

